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Help protect with . . .

Clean. Shine. Brighten. Protect.

Added Plus . . . great alternative to an express wax!

For optimum protection, apply weekly

protection package!
total VEHICLE

comtec SHIELDTM  undercarriage

comtec CLEANTM  polymer presoak 

comtec FORTIFYTM brightening presoak

comtec SHIELDTM surface protectant

What’s eating your car . . .
     are you protected?SM

. . . NEWEST INNOVATION IN VEHICLE SURFACE PROTECTION

comtec GUARD
technology to keep your vehicles looking younger

TM

polymer clean, shine, protectant & brightening system

SM

comtec GUARDs against . . .
harmful UV rays
chemical pollutants
road contaminants and brake dust
underbody corrosion
acidic bugs
damaging wildfire residue
acid rain
windshield glare on pitted windows
winter de-icers

and helps protect and brighten . . .
painted vehicle surfaces
headlight plastic
black plastic trim
chrome and alloy wheels
up to four weeks

Severe UV and oxidation damage can’t 
be repaired, it can only be prevented.
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AG
E UV and oxidation damage has been

increasingly evident on automotive
surfaces in recent years. This is due in
part to . . .               
                            
    1) Changes in paint compositions to be more
         compliant with environmental concerns.

     2) Increased strength of UV rays because of
          depleting ozone layers.

    3) Acidic rain from around the world.

    4) Chemical pollutants in the atmosphere, soil
          and roads.

• According to a recent item In Popular Mechanics, 
   “clear coat paint is still just paint, and
   it needs to be waxed (protected) the way paint
   has always needed to be waxed, to protect the
   surface from acid rain, airborne dirt, chemicals
   and UV light.”

Damage is accelerated due to some of the
following conditions:

• Low humidity and summertime temperatures
   can push vehicle surface temperatures to an
   excess of 200 degrees depending on location,
   making the car finish more susceptible to
   damage from UV rays and pollutants 

• In high humidity areas, many environmental
   and chemical pollutants are carried in the 
   atmosphere and can end up deposited on 
   vehicle finishes

Bottom line, to protect your car from 
these damaging elements, you

need to wash your car as often as
possible and protect with comtec GUARD
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Now featuring . . .

comtec GUARD
technology to keep your vehicles looking younger

TM

polymer clean, shine, protectant & brightening system

SM


